
A Queer Collision
a new duet conceived and performed by

Stuart Waters with Willie Elliott

Available for touring from May 2023



Following Rockbottom, his candid 2019 solo-self-portrait of struggle

with depression and addiction, dance artist Stuart Waters is creating

a new duet to perform with actor and audio-describer Willie Elliott,

co-directed with New Art Club’s Tom Roden, with music composed by

Andy Pink.

A Queer Collision is a mash-up of private and historical queer stories

that is both funny and poignant.   Against a backdrop of LGBTQIA+

social history compiled by specialist queer historian Steve Slack, Stu

and Willie take us on a journey through their own tales of mischief

and misadventure using dance, spoken word and comedy.  Uniquely,

audio description has been embedded into the creative process, to

create an experience that is resonant and accessible for those with

and without visual impairment.

A Queer Collision has been the subject of extensive research since

Choreodrome 2020; is being created in 2022/23 and will premiere in

May 2023.



Stuart Waters - Artistic Director and Performer

Stuart is a queer, neurodiverse dance artist.  He draws on his intersectional

identity to create powerful, inclusive audience experiences that are

underpinned by a therapeutic approach.

Stuart has been a performing artist and dance maker for more than 20 years,

working at the cutting edge of the devising processes with Luca Silvestrini’s

Protein (in which he created central characters in LOL (lots of love) and Border

Tales), Bare Bones, Motionhouse and Wired Aerial Theatre.  He is also an

experienced teacher and trained coach, and has recently embarked on

counselling training.

His autobiographical first solo as an independent, Rockbottom, approached a

taboo subject (Chemsex) with honesty and integrity, leavening this difficult

theme with humour and warmth, and providing a reflective tool for everyone

concerned with mental well-being.  Stuart has a deep, personal understanding

of the complexities of intersectional experience, and his work is often



described as ‘transformational’ by those whose stories are rarely seen on stage.

Fuelled by lived experiences, his storytelling is relatable and accessible.

Willie Elliott - Performer

Willie trained as an actor at the Royal Scottish Academy of Music and Drama

and worked in Scotland with Wildcat Cumbernauld Theatre and TAG among

others.  After moving to London, Willie toured with Gay Sweatshop and

became an Associate artist of Theatre Centre.  For ten years he was resident

pantomime dame at the Everyman Theatre in Cheltenham.  He turned to audio

description in 2001 and, working with Graeae Theatre Company, performed the

outdoor production of Rhinestone Rollers, a wheelchair line dancing show

where he appeared onstage alongside the performers as the caller of the

dance.  The show was performed at Trafalgar Square and latterly outside the

National Theatre.  Other outdoor Graeae shows followed, including Against the

Tide, The Garden and The Limbless Knight.  In 2012 Willie described the

Paralympics opening ceremony live for More 4 and, two years later, the

opening ceremony for the Sochi Winter Paralympics.



AUDIENCES FOR A QUEER COLLISION

Target audiences:

● LGBTQIA+

● Disabled

● Neuro-diverse

● Blind and partially sighted people, and people with visual impairment

● Dance and performance practitioners, students and audiences

Audience Engagement:

Social Media: marketing assets and bespoke support

Social Media specialists within Stuart’s team offer 1 day bespoke support to

each presenter of A Queer Collision. Specific following focusing on LGBTQIA+,

disabled, neuro-diverse and People with Visual Impairment audience

segments.

Access support

● Audio Description is embedded in the work

● Samaritan volunteers and/or counsellor will be available to support

audiences/venue staff post-show.

● Captioning (prefer Live Speech-to-Text) and BSL Interpreting available

(subject to additional cost).

Outreach work and community development

Stuart is highly experienced at identifying, reaching out and engaging with local

community groups, particularly groups who experience marginalisation and

rarely participate in art. His preferred way of working is in collaboration with a

local dance artist so that this work can continue in between Stuart’s

visits/sessions and leaves a legacy of knowledge after the project.

A particularly popular outreach project is Portrait Project where workshop

participants explore the celebration of personal identity with autonomy over

privacy.  Ideal for non-arts practitioners, the project culminates with a

photographer joining a session to co-create portraits celebrating each

participant’s expression of their identity, potentially creating an exhibition

alongside the performances of A Queer Collision. A version using

audio-description is available.



Sharing AQC/Stuart’s creative practice

Stuart can create bespoke workshops (one-off or a series) to share his process,

his practice, and about inclusivity more widely. The focus of these sessions can

include: creating autobiographical work safely, autonomy of decisions within

creation, using Audio Description within the creative process. As well as sharing

knowledge these sessions are empowering and have had a profound impact on

participants, from dance students to experienced dance companies.  Results

and feedback from previous workshops have been extraordinary.

Training for safe practice

This training has been designed to be delivered to staff of dance training

providers and dance companies, and also to dance students and dance artists.

The principles remain the same, focusing on what needs to be in place to

ensure safety in regards to mental health and emotional well being

Additional artistic offers:

Co-commission a Head:ON style film:

Presenters are invited to co-select a local dance artist who would be interested

in discussing their experiences of marginalisation through dance and spoken

word.

Companion piece in the heart of your community

A family version of AQC is available from Summer 2023. This is a partner piece

to the stage version –it follows the overarching arc of the stage show but the

content is family friendly and designed to be performed outdoors or in the

heart of community settings as part of audience development/community

engagement. Ideal for youth groups/organisations supporting young people to

explore and discover their identity and can be accompanied by a workshop

where young people are supported to explore their responses to the piece.



Booking Details

Availability: from May 2023

Touring Company: 2 performers, 4 on the road

Running time: 50 minutes + post show Q&A

Performance area: Minimum 8m x 8m

Get in: Day of show (with lighting pre-rigged if possible)

Technical requirements: Theatre lighting with side booms
good quality sound system, and compatible with wireless lapel
mics (company will tour with these)
Black box
Black dance floor
One technician to help rig and programme lights and to run
the show cued by our technician (who operates sound)

For post show talk: (ideally) 4 hand held microphones

For captioning:                       strong wi connection, laptop and projector

Safeguarding: A safe space is required for any audience member triggered by
the show.
Presence of Samaritans or counsellor in foyer for signposting

Age suitability Suitable for all ages 16+

Cost (UK only) £1300 (inclusive of travel and accommodation)

Teaser video: https://vimeo.com/714512122

Work in progress video https://vimeo.com/715200201

Black Out Canal Street: https://vimeo.com/714538560

Website: www.stdma.com

Contact: Sarah Trist sarah@stdma.com 0044 7757 654790
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